Morphometric analysis of the intimal reaction after stent implantation in iliac arteries submitted to angioplasty in pigs
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ABSTRACT

Purpose: To compare through digital morphometry, the intimal thickening of the common iliac arteries (CIA) in pigs, submitted to angioplasty and angioplasty followed by stent implantation.

Methods: Angioplasty was performed in 10 pigs in both CIA, followed by a stent implantation in the left CIA. After four weeks, the aorto-iliac segment was dissected. Histologic slices where divided in three groups: left CIA in the area of the proximal (group 1) and distal (group 2) implantation site of the stent and the region of angioplasty in the right CIA (group 3). The histological slices were digitalized to be analyzed by morphometry with calculation of the luminal, intimal and media layers areas. Descriptive statistics analysis was performed through average and standard deviation of areas on each group, using ANOVA, with LSD Post-Hoc test (p ≤ 0.05).

Results: A significant statistic difference was observed when the median area of intimal layer of the groups 1 and 2 where compared with group 3 and in the media layer area of the groups 1 and 2 when compared with group 3. No difference was observed in luminal areas among the three groups.

Conclusion: Angioplasty followed by stent insertion produces an intimal thickening larger than that observed after simple angioplasty. However, the area of the media layer is smaller in the “angioplasty plus stent” group and there is no significant change in the luminal area among the three groups.

morphometry, to measure the parietal thickening after angioplasty and to compare it with the combination of angioplasty plus insertion of a self-expanding stainless steel stent in the pig CIA. In addition, the luminal area between groups was measured to determine if a residual stenosis remained.

Methods

The study was conducted using ten healthy Landrace x Large White pigs approximately 20 kg in weight each, with the previous ethical approval from Research and Post Graduation Group (GPPG) of the Clinicas Hospital of Porto Alegre (UFRGS) and under adequate treatment according to the Law. For the experiments, “Z” shaped, auto-expandable stents manufactured of 316L stainless steel, 3 cm long capable of expanding to a diameter of 5 mm were used. The Mechanical Transformation Laboratory of the UFRGS, University’s Engineering School, has manufactured all the devices. The surgical procedures were performed under inhalant general anesthesia in an open system without reinsertion. The animals were not fed for six hours beforehand and were medicated with an Intramuscular injection of midazolam 10 mg and an intravenous injection of cefalotin 1 g before the procedure. An intravenous solution of 2.5% sodic thiopeptol was used for anesthetic induction and the animals were ventilated with oxygen and environmental air. Anesthesia was maintained with halothane and liquids were replaced by a glico-physiological solution. The experiment was divided into two phases.

Phase 1

- the infrarenal abdominal aorta was minimally dissected by laparotomy in the lower half of the abdomen. During the operation venous blood samples were collected for blood hematocrit, hemoglobin, leukocytes and serological tests (total cholesterol, fractions and triglycerids) and a full heparinization (100 UI/kg) was performed 10 minutes before the arterial manipulation;
- angioplasty of the right and left CIA was performed in sites not manipulated surgically. A 4 mm balloon catheter was inflated with 1,5 ml of air for three periods of 1 minute at intervals of 30 seconds and a stent was implanted in the area of previous angioplasty in the left CIA;
- direct aortic suture repair and closure of the abdominal wall in layers;
- the animals were lodged in two stalls with flowing water and fed with the same ration.

Phase 2

- after four weeks, using the same pre-operative and anesthetic protocol of phase 1, new blood samples were taken and a laparotomy with ample dissection of the aorta and iliac vessels was performed. The surgical specimen containing the infrarenal abdominal aorta and the iliac arteries was removed in one block after a lethal dose of sulphate of magnesium had been administered under a general anesthesia;
- the surgical specimen was irrigated, under controled pressure, with a NaCl 0.9% solution and fixed in a formalin solution at 10%.

For microscopic evaluation, two arterial segments 3 mm in length were transversally split at the proximal (group 1) and distal (group 2) margins of the left CIA stent, as well as a 3 mm segment of the right CIA (group 3) from the area where the angioplasty had been performed. These three groups of specimens were fixed in paraffin blocks and sliced into 4 μm thick for the histological slices and stained with the Hematoxilin and Eosin (HE) and Verhoeff techniques. The images of the histological slices were digitalized using a conventional optical microscope with phototube, a closed circuit colour camera (Sony DXC 1510 – Japan) and an IMAGE PROPLUS CAPTURE KIT® (Media Cybernetics – USA), analogue-to-digital conversion board. This apparatus generated computer image files of 640 x 480 pixels, 24 bits, with twenty times microscopic amplification for the morphometric analysis which was carried out with the IMAGE PROPLUS® Version 4.1 (Media Cybernetics – USA) and IMAGE® (Scion Corporation – USA) software. The planimetry of the vascular lumen area, of the intimal layer area and the media layer area was performed automatically, without interference by the observer.

In each component of the group, the luminal area was obtained by direct measurement of the area delimited by the endothelium, while the intimal area was calculated by subtracting the luminal area from that delimited by the internal elastic lamina (IEL) and, finally, the area of the media layer by subtracting the luminal and the intimal areas from the area delimited by the external elastic lamina (EEL).

The exclusion criteria considered were animal death before the moment established for tissue collection, surgical complications either during or after the operation and technical failures in the preparation or processing of the tissues. The data analysis was performed using the descriptive statistical method of the software statistical packet SPSS for Windows® version 8 (MICROSOFT® - USA), using the average and standard deviations. To analyse the weights and the hematimetric and serological values, the Student t test was utilised on paired samples, while the morphological analysis results were obtained by the Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) method for the variations among the groups, and by Least Significant Difference (LSD) Post-Hoc test for the variations within the groups. A value of 5% (p≤0.05) was considered statistically significant.

Results

There were three exclusions due to animal death. During the two phases of the experiment the animals gained significant weight. Regarding the hematimetric and serological variants, only the HDL and triglicerids showed abnormal distribution between the two phases of the experiment. The variants in normal distribution and the
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triglycerid were not of statistical importance by the t test. Only the HDL had a significant statistical difference.

Stent patency and that of the angioplasty region were checked by the presence of the distal pulse during the second phase of the experiment. The macroscopic evaluation of the specimens demonstrated that the stent was firmly attached to the aortic wall and was covered by a thin, translucent coverage. Morphometric and statistical analysis was carried on using the average and standard deviations of the media layer, intimal and luminal areas of the samples analysed, divided into groups as follows (Table 1):

- group 1: those concerning the proximal segment of the stent of the left CIA;
- group 2: those concerning the distal segment of the stent of the left CIA;
- group 3: those concerning the area submitted to angioplasty of the right CIA.

Comparing the luminal areas, no statistical significant differences were found among the groups (ANOVA). When the areas of the intimal layers were compared, statistically significant differences were found between the groups (ANOVA, p<0.01). Within the groups there were differences when group 1 (median 5.41 ± 1.60 mm²) and 2 (median 5.25 ± 1.20 mm²) were compared to group 3 (median 0.65 ± 0.43 mm²) (LSD, p<0.01) (Figures 1 and 2).

Comparing the media layers, there were statistically significant differences among the groups (ANOVA, p<0.05). Within the groups, differences were found among group 1 (average 3.51 ± 1.57 mm²) and 2 (average 3.70 ± 1.10 mm²) when compared to group 3 (average 5.59 ± 2.03 mm²) (LSD, p<0.05).

### Table 1 - Tabulation of the morphological results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>VARIABLE</th>
<th>AVERAGE (mm²)</th>
<th>SD (mm²)</th>
<th>95% CI (mm²)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GROUP 1 (n=7)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luminal area</td>
<td>6.63</td>
<td>2.95</td>
<td>3.89 – 9.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intimal area</td>
<td>5.41</td>
<td>1.60</td>
<td>3.93 – 6.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Media area</td>
<td>3.51</td>
<td>1.57</td>
<td>2.05 – 4.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GROUP 2 (n=7)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luminal area</td>
<td>5.25</td>
<td>3.52</td>
<td>1.99 – 8.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intimal area</td>
<td>5.25</td>
<td>1.20</td>
<td>4.14 – 6.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Media area</td>
<td>3.70</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>2.68 – 4.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GROUP 3 (n=7)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luminal area</td>
<td>5.78</td>
<td>2.24</td>
<td>3.70 – 7.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intimal area</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>0.25 – 1.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Media area</td>
<td>5.59</td>
<td>2.03</td>
<td>3.71 – 7.47</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Observation: n = number of animals per group; SD = standard deviation; CI = confidence interval.

Discussion

Three deaths occurred due to bowel ischemia attributed to mesenteric traction during evisceration. The Minimal Incision Aortic Surgery (MIAS) technique, described by Turnipseed⁶, was used and the approach to the aorta was performed with minimal viscera disturbance in an effort to minimise this problem. The hematimetric and serological values (lipids profile) did not show any statistically significant variation, apart from the HDL and it was inferred that these factors probably do not influence the development of the arterial lesion. These findings corroborates previous works in pigs⁷. It is well established in humans that the degree of wall lesion caused by the stent or angioplasty is related to a variable degree of intimal thickening. The more the vessel is expanded, the greater the lesion produced and
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**FIGURE 1** - Photomicrography of part of the right CIA four weeks after the angioplasty. HE staining. Original magnification of 100x. In detail, discrete thickening of the intimal layer (I). Arrow: internal elastic lamina, M: media layer
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**FIGURE 2** - Photomicrography of part of the left CIA four weeks after angioplasty and implantation of the stent. HE staining. Original magnification 100x. In detail, the location of a metallic fragment of the stent (S) covered by thickening of the intimal layer (I). Arrow: internal elastic lamina, M: media layer
more neo-intimal layer is formed, but the enlargement of the vessel can accommodate a large amount of neo-intimal mass without luminal narrowing. Only if the consequent luminal loss, including the neo-intimal formation and vascular remodelling, exceeds the immediate luminal gain will a stenotic lesion be produced. This phenomenon has also been observed in peripheral arteries during experimental studies with animals models. Some papers have described experiments on the iliac arteries of rabbits designed to study vascular lesions and the development of the design and structure of stents. However, larger animal models, such as pigs, seem to reflect better the pathology of human restenosis than do smaller animals. Schwartz states that the phases of neo-intimal formation may be similar to humans in the pig model. These considerations agree with Costa et al., which emphasises the similarities between pigs and humans as regards to the cardiovascular anatomy, physiology and coagulation system. The major limitation of the animal models is the lack of pre-existing disease of the vascular wall, like arteriosclerosis in humans. However, it seems that the findings related to the intimal hyperplasia after stent implantation in experimental animals maintained on an atherogenic diet were not different when compared to a normal to a stenotic artery. In a revision work on experimental models, De Meyer et al. described how studies based on endothelial lesions, like those produced by balloon abrasions, are useful for the analysis of the intimal thickness. There is, however, any gold standard for the length of time balloons should be inflated during PTA in peripheral arterial vessels. In our study, the inflation time was set at three periods of one minute each, spaced at intervals of thirty seconds. Obtaining histological slices after four weeks seems to be sufficient for studies of intimal thickening. The reaction to a lesion in the pig experimental model led to the formation of neo-intimal hyperplasia in one or two weeks, and the process is complete in twenty-eight days. In terms of histology, size and cellular density this is similar to what happens in humans. Verheye et al., after implanting stents in the iliac and carotid arteries of pigs, conducted histological studies of one to six months, stating that within one month the vascular wall was completely covered by endothelial-type cells. In our laboratory, we have studied the intimal thickening in a series of conditions and the time interval of four weeks was used to study the arterial wall alterations. Post et al. performed PTA or stent implants in atherosclerotic iliac arteries in micropigs, concluding that the luminal loss after PTA, when compared to the stent implant, was due principally to geometric remodelling in the first group and to intimal hyperplasia in the second. In clinical practice however, the insertion of a stent in the treatment of atherosclerotic lesions is frequently preceded by angioplasty and this initiates the arterial remodeling process. The real impact of the sum of these two types of aggression to the arterial wall is not clear. Harnek et al. obtained iliac arterial wall samples of pigs eight weeks after PTA alone, PTA followed by the implantation of nitinol stents, and the insertion of nitinol stents without prior PTA. They concluded that stent insertion without prior PTA caused less intimal hyperplasia than PTA followed by stent implantation. This experiment involved only three pigs in each group and in the results, they stated that the media arterial layer area after PTA followed by stent implant was bigger than that after angioplasty alone, a finding that we had not observed in our experiment. In the present study, the area of the media layer was smaller in the “angioplasty plus stent” (groups 1 and 2) than that of the “angioplasty” (group 3) and was statistically significant. These findings are in agreement with Cwikiel et al. where, in a pig model, PTA or stent insertion in iliac arteries were compared; it was observed that the number of proliferating smooth muscle cells in the media layer was significantly less after the stent insertion as compared to PTA alone. This work may be criticised with respect to the implantation of the stent without prior angioplasty, because this does not reproduce the more usual clinical situation, where stents are implanted after PTA. Furthermore these authors used samples obtained only twenty-four hours after the procedure and therefore a full observation of the proliferative process was not possible. Recent data from humans indicates that geometric remodeling plays an important role in restenosis after PTA. Grimm et al., in a random clinical test in humans, compared PTA with the PTA followed by stent implant in stenotic femoropopliteal lesions and found a greater residual stenosis in the first group, probably because the radial force of the stent prevented elastic remodelling. However, as time passed, this benefit was masked by the luminal loss, probably induced by intimal hyperplasia and patency became similar in both groups. These observations are in accordance with the present work, where a statistically significant difference was found in the area of the arterial intimal layer which was greater in the proximal and distal region of the stents (groups 1 and 2) than in the angioplasty (group 3). No significant differences, however, were observed in the luminal area probably because of the small amount of geometric remodelling which had occurred after the stent implant. The maintenance of adequate arterial luminal area after the implant of these devices is of fundamental importance for the patency of the procedure in the medium term. Later studies with fabric-covered stents, biodegradable devices and stents impregnated with medication in order to inhibit the neo-intimal growth may, more adequately, control the intimal thickening that occurs in the body of the stent after longer periods.

**Conclusion**

The angioplasty of the iliac artery in pigs, followed by the stent insertion produces a reaction in the arterial wall near the implant which is characterised by a greater intimal thickening than after angioplasty alone. However, the area of the media layer is smaller in the “angioplasty plus stent” groups than that of the “angioplasty” group. The intimal thickening is not sufficient to reduce the luminal area in the studied arteries.
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